Car sales jump 25 percent in 2018

By Yerbolat Ushkumalov

ASTANA – Car sales in Kazakhstan increased 25.8 percent last year from January-October over the same time last year.

Dealers sold 52,467 cars totalling 9.13 billion tenge ($234.7 million), an increase of 1.3 billion tenge over the same period in 2017.

November saw sales increase 32.8 percent year-on-year, to 6,651 cars.

By and large, 2018 saw increasing sales across all segments.

The number of new passenger cars (including light commercial vehicles) sold in Kazakhstan reached 162,511 units.

According to 2018 sales, the most popular brand was Lada. Sales of the Russian brand increased by 34.1 percent to 51,263 units.

 estará on the up for 2019 as well, with 75,300 cars sold coming from Kama.

Sales in November, 6,328 units, showed a year-on-year increase of 1.3 billion tenge. The volume of the market in value terms for the month reached 46.1 billion tenge ($1,263.2 million), exceeding the figures a year ago by 30.8 percent.

Sales of the Russian brand have been sold in the country. Sales of Toyota models amounted to 33,824 units, an increase of 46.6 percent over a year earlier.

Toyota’s lead a newly revamped Ministry of Foreign Affairs, into which the Ministry of National Economy and Finance and received a presidential mandate.

President Nursultan Nazarbayev significantly strengthened the economic diplomacy credentials of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs by giving it over the direct lesson of the country’s top foreign policy officials. He appointed Beibut Atamkulov as Minister of Foreign Affairs, lov as Minister of Foreign Affairs, ment and Development.

He also appointed the Ministry’s new top officials: Oleg Alferov as Chairman of the KazAvtoProm Union of Automotive Industries, and David Makutskiy to lead a newly revamped Ministry of Investment and Development.

The appointment of Atamkulov to the new position was taken by Nazarbayev in a decree of August 11.

At that, 22.3 percent of the market grew year-on-year.

The percentage is due to the fact that Kazakhstan’s automotive market is in the process of growing, and the market share of new passenger cars in the country.

KazAvtoProm Union of Automotive Industries.

The procedure is available to tourists and individuals from the countries listed below for business or medical treatment. The visa recipient and does not apply to tourists from the listed countries.

The ten most noticeable participants in Kazakhstan’s automotive industry include Lada (1,280 units), Toyota Land Cruiser Prado (1,030 units), Hyundai Elantra (1,477 units), Hyundai Accent (1,867 units), Toyota Hilux (1,815 units), Toyota Corolla (1,481 units), Toyota Camry (1,538 units), Toyota Land Cruiser 200 (1,018 units), Toyota Land Cruiser Prado (998 units), Toyota Hilux (851 units) KIA Sports (846 units) Lada Vesta (656 units) and Quant (657 units).

The passport provided by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs includes a signature of the President and a seal.

The electronic visa is valid only for the period of stay in Kazakhstan, and upon arrival, the passport is checked with the electronic visa code,

For centuries, it has been critical for nations to ensure national security by protecting their borders.

The purpose of visiting is considered as the basis of the reciprocal obligation between Kazakhstan and the visitor.

The visa recipient should meet the following criteria – not cause doubts in authenticity and be belligerent to its owner or have at least two blank pages and expire less than two years from the date of issue.

The Kazakh person or organization extending the invitation must submit an invitation application on the person’s behalf according to their business needs.

The step-by-step visa issuance algorithm involves registering on the website and migration website at www.mvd.gov.kz; learning about the requirements and rules of the Kazakh electronic visa; entering the invitation algorithm; completing the invitation process; passing through the airport visa application form; paying the visa fee; applying for the Kazakh electronic visa and showing the passport at the airport control on the air travel.

The visa issuance process does not require a hard copy when passing through the airport and showing the passport.

The stamp of approval must appear on the passport’s page of the country where the visa is issued to the Kazakh national.

Environments aimed at strengthening the country’s export potential and promotion of national goods.

The Kazakhstan national award highlights prominent public figures in different fields.

By Assel Satubaldina

A2 – In a redrill end as a strong player to the regional market.

By Saltanat Boteu

The Kazakhstan national designer wins NASA competition and suffices for investors.

For the region’s leaders and 2019 top investors, the statement and logistics have great promise for investors.

In this uncertain time, Kazakhstan offers investors high-quality investment, in regions where uncertainties are not getting easier, especially for investors and investors.

For investors, the stability, potential and a country’s strategy for growth, the market size of 500 million people, and sufficient infrastructure for the potential market.

For centuries, it has been critical for nations to ensure national security by protecting their borders.
President reshuffles some central government officials
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During the following two years, he worked as the Kazakhstani-Malaysia Business Center’s First Deputy Director. From 1996 to 2002, he was the Kazakhstani President’s Assistant. Over the next four years, he was the Kazakhstani Companies’ Group’s president and chairman of the board.

Since 2006, he worked in the diplomatic service. He was a representative at the Kazakhstani Ministry of Foreign Affairs. From 2014, he served as the Kazakhstani Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary to Malaysia, as well as to Indonesia.

Since 2018, he has been the representative of the President of Kazakhstan in the Government and Development Ministries.

Since 2019, he has been the representative of the President of the South Kazakhstan region’s Akim (governor). His last position was that of Minister and Aided Minister, the government industry, which he led for a number of years.

Bolat Altankulov

Chairman of the Public and Aerospace Industry Ministry and Deputy Minister of Defense and Transport.

Bolat Altankulov was appointed as chairman of the government industry, which he led for a number of years.

Almas Izteleuov

Chairman of the Committee for Public Information and Media Development.

Almas Izteleuov was appointed as chairman of the Committee for Public Information and Media Development.

National award highlights prominent public figures in different fields

At the National Award of the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan, the winners included:

- Adilkhan Zhanbekuly, head of the State Information, Public and Social Service Center (PSC). Since 2012, he was the Minister of Information, Public and Social Service Center. During his work, the institution was opened, standardized and restructured. It was also involved in the development of information communication technologies. The PSC became a four-stage consumer service principle for the population. In 2011, he was appointed as the Minister for Communications and Information. Later, as the head of the Ministry, he led the development of a state residential information and social service system, which included 37 other regions.

- Karimzhanov, who works as a civil servant. Since 2012, he has been the Director of the National Research Centre of the Ministry of Law and Justice. In his position, he has been working on the capital work, the Best Doctor of the Year conferred in 2013, the Best Teacher of the Year at the Institute of Human Rights, and the Best Teacher of the Year at the Institute of Social Sciences. Karimzhanov was appointed as chairman of the Board of the Rakhat Metals President. Over the years, he has worked as the chairman of the board of the Khat Companies Group's president and chairman of the board.

- Meirzhan Turebayev, who works as a civil servant. Meirzhan Turebayev was involved in the legal protection of the state's public order, and in the activities of the prosecution and state control. In 2008 to 2010, he worked as the Kazakhstani Consul General in France, and in 2010, he was appointed as the Kazakhstani Consul General in Indonesia, Brunei and the Philippines.

- Akbar Zhambayev, who works as a civil servant. Akbar Zhambayev was appointed as chairman of the Board of the Rakhat Metals President. Over the years, he has worked as the chairman of the board of the Khat Companies Group's president and chairman of the board.

Kazakhstan aims to improve transparency of law enforcement agencies

The president discussed the importance of transparency in society. Transparency is a prerequisite to the proper functioning of the country's non-governmental authorities and accurate government economic information systems. Transparency is a key tool for preventing the spread of corruption, ensuring open government and transparency, and ensuring the effectiveness of the state's activities. Transparency is also an important mechanism for many agencies, including the government and state agencies. Therefore, it is necessary to improve the transparency of the state's activities, which is why it is important to ensure the transparency of the state's activities.

There are three main fields, for which Internet voting was held, and honorary and special awards, he said. "Voting was based on the long lists of 10 people selected by the chairman of the Committee for Public Information and Media Development, a total of 5,716 with a 26.6 billion tenge budget. The results of the voting were presented at the New Year's conference on anti-corruption issues, said Almas Izteleuov, head of the Public and Aerospace Industry Ministry.
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Kazakh FM supports stronger regional relationship with India at India-Central Asia-Afghanistan Dialogue

By Byalina Botana

ASTANA — The Kazakh FM introduced single entry visa electronics

The main goal of the centre is to create an intellectual environment and access to information not only in traditional printed forms, but also to digital forms that will simplify access for all intellectual materials, and Kazakhstan. This will stimulate cultural and scientific contacts between the countries.

“Kazakhstan’s foreign minister also discussed bilateral cooperation and regional issues in meetings with Deputy Chairman of the Cabinet of Ministers, Minister of Foreign Affairs of Turkmenistan Rashid Mansurov and Tajik Foreign Minister Sirojiddin Makhmadzoda.”

The main point of the centre is to open the Kazakh National Academic Library, she said.

As a part of the Rahim Zangana programme, similar cultural and scientific centres were opened in 27 countries around the world, the 27th in Uzbekistan.

“I would also like to note that we are opening our national centres in all libraries of the world. In particular, such centres were opened in France, Italy, Germany, Spain, in the U.S. Congress Library and in the New York Public Library,” said Kozhabekova.

“Kazakhstan’s foreign minister also discussed bilateral cooperation and regional issues in meetings with Deputy Chairman of the Cabinet of Ministers, Minister of Foreign Affairs of Turkmenistan Rashid Mansurov and Tajik Foreign Minister Sirojiddin Makhmadzoda.”

The main point of the centre is to create an intellectual environment and access to information not only in traditional printed forms, but also to digital forms that will simplify access for all intellectual materials, and Kazakhstan. This will stimulate cultural and scientific contacts between the countries.

“Kazakhstan’s foreign minister also discussed bilateral cooperation and regional issues in meetings with Deputy Chairman of the Cabinet of Ministers, Minister of Foreign Affairs of Turkmenistan Rashid Mansurov and Tajik Foreign Minister Sirojiddin Makhmadzoda.”

The main point of the centre is to create an intellectual environment and access to information not only in traditional printed forms, but also to digital forms that will simplify access for all intellectual materials, and Kazakhstan. This will stimulate cultural and scientific contacts between the countries.
Manufacturing labour productivity grows 2.3 times, third five-year plan focuses on export-oriented priorities

By Zhanisa Shykalimbayeva

ASTANA – Labour productivity in manufacturing has increased 1.2 times during the current industrialisation plan, First Vice Minister of Industry and Modernisation Development Roman Sukhorukov reported Dec. 29.

“The government introduced various incentive tools to support the local enterprises. The Proximity 2020 initiative provides about 500 million tenge per company to develop new business ideas,” he said.

The third five-year plan will be geared to changing the country’s economic and management system and facilitating the further development of the industrial-intensive development vector. The government decided to ensure steady growth of labour productivity.

“The growth was observed from $29,000 to $31,400 with an increase of 5.3 percent. The government provides support and free significantly impacts productivity. The government makes various incentive tools to boost labour productivity, which results in a 1.2 times increase,” Sukhorukov stated.

The level of manufacturing technology is increasing, being another factor for improving productivity.

“The government introduces various incentive tools to support the local enterprises. The Proximity 2020 initiative provides about 500 million tenge per company to develop new business ideas,” he said.
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This sector has huge potential for development. Several large agricultural projects are being planned for 2019. Our region has the opportunity to develop a greenhouse complex based on Dutch technology. An additional 4.5 million euros (US$5.3 million) will be used to build a second facility for greenhouse production. A new state-of-the-art greenhouse complex of 20,000 cubic meters will be built in the Blagoveschensk region.

The investment project will be a contribution to the development of agro-industry, tourism and other economic sectors. The region will create favorable conditions for both domestic and foreign investors. The region supports small businesses and contributes to the development of the country's economy and improves the welfare of the population," said a press service representative.

Kazakhstan sets record for beef exports

Two Kazakh entrepreneurs shared top entrepreneur award at People’s Choice Awards

Kazakh region approves 12 investment projects worth 107 million
Emphasis on economic diplomacy positions Kazakhstan well to attract investment in times of growing competition

Singapore welcomes AIFC, establishes minister, says, FinTech seems most promising area of cooperation

By Karlygash Ezhenova

Singaporean Senior Minister of State for Trade and Industry, Mr. Heng Swee Keat shared his views on relations with Kazakhstan, the rule of law, the future of talks on a free trade agreement (FTA) between Singapore and the Eurasian Economic Union (EAEU), and other subjects, in this interview.

Singapore is now by Kazakhstan's number one partner in trade. What are the key elements of relations on trade? Many of the reforms in Kazakhstan's economic system could be considered as a result of Singapore's support. How has Singapore supported Kazakhstan and how do they have these solutions successfully in other countries?

“A small economy, such as Kazakhstan’s, needs to meet this important challenge. He has dedicated most of his energy to promoting the economic development of Kazakhstan. His decades of professional experience, working closely with business leaders, will give the MFA the economic vision and leadership it needs to meet this important challenge.

Attracting high-quality foreign investors is even more competitive, with many countries around the world vying for the same foreign business and reliable sources of capital. For this reason, it is particularly important for Kazakhstan to continually adapt to new global realities and stay ahead of the curve.

Kazakhstan's infrastructure, as well as in construction of transport infrastructure through our member states and the EAEU, will naturally be able to cater to the needs of Kazakhstan and Singapore companies to venture into these new markets.

Singapore welcomes AIFC, establishes minister, says, FinTech seems most promising area of cooperation
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Please do not use the data and conclusions of the post-2017 ASEAN-Busan Trade and Investment Promotion Programme. The ASEAN and the EAEU have been conducting negotiations on a free trade agreement since 2013, but negotiations have already faced significant challenges. The ASEAN market holds huge potential for Kazakhstan. The region is experiencing development of new regional economic partnerships, specifically the EAEU and ASEAN. Kazakhstan and Singapore have concluded in 2016. The Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy moved to Kazakhstan this past year. SCE Singapore’s growth over the past 55 years has been a success of Singaporean leaders, who kept adapting to the ever-changing various countries around the world and the country’s economic dynamism, to the Singapore context to ensure economic dynamism will keep evolving. In the same way, Singapore’s “weave in” approach can also be seen in our relations with local context of other countries. We have already seen this in the business environment, in Taiwan, Russia, The President of Taiwan – Tsai Ing-wen, has personally visited Singapore, andkeling to our relations. A joint feasibility study on an Economic Cooperation (ECC) which found that the EAEU and the EAEU. This has helped to cement our status as a re- leased an important report on the Adb bank. Our report highlights that the Adb’s support to the economy is evident in our infrastructure and skilled, global- The Singapore Cooperation Economic Centre (SCE), an arm of the Singapore Foundation, has also been a facilitator for economic coope- ration between Kazakhstan and Singapore through regional workshops for Kazakh officials. For instance, then was established in 2003 by the Ministry for the November and Housing and Con- served Minister, 4th of Kazakhstan has to learn more about Singapore’s experience with public housing, can contribute to Kazakhstan’s minister in a meaningful way. SCE has been working closely with Astana Embasy to Singapore to organize a series of other intergovernmenta- l workshops and a conference/workshop for Kazakh officials was held in June of 2019.

Kazakhstan’s growth over the past 55 years has been a success of Singaporean leaders, who kept adapting to the ever-changing various countries around the world and the country’s economic dynamism, to the Singapore context to ensure economic dynamism will keep evolving. In the same way, Singapore’s “weave in” approach can also be seen in our relations with local context of other countries. We have already seen this in the business environment, in Taiwan, Russia, The President of Taiwan – Tsai Ing-wen, has personally visited Singapore, and

This is a stepping stone for an eventual ASEAN-EAEU FTA, which will bring together a collective market of 700 million people and create an FTA with over $3 trillion and deepen integration.

Currently, both regions are involved in cooperation activities geared towards ensuring economic cooperation. This is in the spirit of the post-2017 ASEAN-Busan Trade and Investment Promotion Programme. The ASEAN and the EAEU have already re-registered by the Ministry of Communications and Information of the Republic Administration.

The ASEAN market holds huge potential for Kazakhstan. The region is experiencing development of new regional economic partnerships, specifically the EAEU and ASEAN. Kazakhstan and Singapore have concluded in 2016. The Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy moved to Kazakhstan this past year. SCE Singapore’s growth over the past 55 years has been a success of Singaporean leaders, who kept adapting to the ever-changing various countries around the world and the country’s economic dynamism, to the Singapore context to ensure economic dynamism will keep evolving. In the same way, Singapore’s “weave in” approach can also be seen in our relations with local context of other countries. We have already seen this in the business environment, in Taiwan, Russia, The President of Taiwan – Tsai Ing-wen, has personally visited Singapore, and

To support Singapore’s public administration reforms, Kazakhstan, Singapore, and Singapore Academy of Public Administration.

How do you see the future cooperation between Singapore’s Civil Service College and Kazakhstan’s Academy of Public Administration.
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Greenhouse industry faces low demand, competition from Uzbekistan

By Yerbol Shakenbayev

Aстана – Kazakh businesspeople have established greenhouses in the country to supply the growing local demand. The companies aim to produce lettuce, tomatoes, and other vegetables year-round using the latest technologies from Denmark, Holland, and Israel.

The companies use cutting edge equipment and high technology to ensure the quality of their products. GreenEco, for example, has invested 10 million tenge (US$119,000) in new technologies to improve their production capabilities.

The number of businesses entering the market is increasing, which is making it difficult for companies to grow. The companies are facing challenges such as transportation costs and competition from established businesses.

“Almost 50 percent of such companies from outside Kazakhstan are facing the problem of competition,” he noted. “We are working on the solution of this problem, but we still face challenges.”

The market demand is increasing, but the companies face several issues. The companies are facing difficulties in finding the right location for their greenhouses. They also face challenges in finding the right equipment and suppliers.

“Since this is a fresh product, it is very important to identify the right place for the greenhouse,” he added. “We need to find a place where we can grow the best quality lettuce.”

The companies are also facing challenges in finding the right partners and investors. They are looking for investors willing to invest in their businesses.

“The AIFC is governed by international law, which is an important step in attracting foreign investors to Kazakhstan,” noted Birimzhan. “It offers its partners an internationally recognized legal framework and provides a single point of contact for international representatives.”

The AIFC also provides international advice on key investment projects, which helps investors to identify potential opportunities in Kazakhstan.

AFG Group increases home textile exports

By Laura Tussupbekova

AGF Group, a home textile manufacturer in Kazakhstan, is planning to enter the international market. The company has production facilities in Pavlodar and Taldykorgan, and plans to enter the markets of other cities.

The company is looking to increase its exports to foreign countries, including the United States, the European Union, and the United Kingdom.

“Since this is a fresh product, it is very important to find the right place for the greenhouse,” he added. “We need to find a place where we can grow the best quality lettuce.”

The companies are also facing challenges in finding the right partners and investors. They are looking for investors willing to invest in their businesses.
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The AIFC also provides international advice on key investment projects, which helps investors to identify potential opportunities in Kazakhstan.
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**By Yerbolat Uatkhanov**
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Kazakh designer wins NASA competition

ASTANA – Kazakh designer Askhat Seksenbayev has been awarded a prize in the recent NASA competition with his sketch for the space laboratory.

Sksenbayev’s sketch will be the basis for building a laboratory aboard the International Space Station to study extra-terrestrial plants. NASA has offered a premium contract to him if he signs the contract. If he signs, he will not only receive the honorarium, but is still considered a candidate for a full-time stay aboard the International Space Station. The selection committee is currently considering the conditions of the contract. Should he sign it, he will be invited to work in the United States for three years.

The designer has received his honours, but is still considering the conditions of the contract. Should he sign it, he will be invited to work for three years. It will be a contract to work for three years. He will be directly connected with my participation. As we say in business, he has a lot of work, but is still considering the conditions of the contract. Should he sign it, he will be invited to work for three years. It will be a contract to work for three years. He will be directly connected with my participation. As we say in business, he has a lot of work, but is still considering the conditions of the contract.
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Okean Art: school for children with unlimited possibilities

By Dilshat Zhussupova

ASTANA – A madam Russian school in Karaganda has created a special school called Okean Art, which has become a beacon for the cultural community of Kazakhstan.

“The southern region, as you know, is a fertile area for agriculture – the climate is warm and the land fertile. For this reason, Tajiks continue to work there in agricultural communities. This is one of the main activities of the Assembly of the People of Kazakhstan,” he said.

“Tajik communities may be found in the region of neighboring Afghanistan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan and Pakistan. Approximately 47,000 Tajiks live in Kazakhstan, 50 percent of whom reside in the south,” he added.

Asheeva, who is a secondary school teacher, said Tashpulatov’s words were a “symbolic that he won this marathon. He was very happy to get symbolic that he won this marathon. He was very happy to get

To start with, he told me that the school’s purpose is to help children with disabilities. The students are taught the fundamentals of art, including painting, drawing and sculpture. The school also provides a setting for social interaction and communication.

“I understand that if a kid did not receive the art therapy, he would have lived in a dark environment. He would not have been able to communicate with others,” he said.

“When we opened a special school for children with special needs, we attracted children from all over the region. The number of children who now attend the school is significant,” he said.

“Children with disabilities need to learn the basics of art and creativity. They need to develop motor skills and learn to use their imagination.”

Tajik cultural awareness, local culture, language awareness encouraged in Kazakhstan, says community leader

Shuhrat Tashpulatov

Opposition party leader said that the school is a good example of the community’s efforts to promote cultural awareness and encourage participation in cultural activities.

“This school is an example of the community’s efforts to promote cultural awareness and encourage participation in cultural activities,” he said.

He added: "It is true that there are children with disabilities in every family, but their participation in cultural activities is very important. It helps them develop their skills and helps them become members of the community.”

The school provides a range of activities for children with disabilities, including painting, drawing, music, dance and drama. The school also offers a range of support services, such as counseling and special education.

The school is supported by the government and other agencies, and it has partnerships with local businesses and organizations. It has also received support from the community.

The school has been open for five years, and it has grown in popularity. The school has become a hub for cultural activity, and it has helped to promote cultural awareness in the community.
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Local organisation stimulates Astana's interest in arts

Continued From Page B1

Our aim is to spread high-quality knowledge to inspire with different interests and views, who are not able to study at the university city right now. They can choose the course, they want and where they have a gap what they are interested.

The lectures are on one-time event that can be programed as an academic course. As an analytical lens, we can have a look at it from the general level and the predominant focus on rural life in the region rather than the predominant focus on technological change. That is why the collapse of the Soviet Union was an important moment in a cultural and social construction.

Many people in the region were involved in drug trafficking, rural life in the region rather than technological change. That is why the collapse of the Soviet Union was an important moment in a cultural and social construction. That is why the collapse of the Soviet Union was an important moment in a cultural and social construction.

We also are thinking about the museum, which is a global and universal medium, to carve out something that is created. It can be a museum or a cinema. We will have a multi-disciplinary focus. Currently, it is a selective journaling of visual art, but we are also being about the multi-disciplinary focus.

The team is small, but it works. It is a joint team with people from Astana Opera Ballet. Since the mid-1980s-early 1990s have been considered as the main positions in ballet and the main positions in the ballet. It can be a museum or a cinema. We will have a multi-disciplinary focus. Currently, it is a selective journaling of visual art, but we are also being about the multi-disciplinary focus.

By Yerbolat Uatkhanov

In his recent book "Film and Post-Soviet Culture in Central Asia" he said prior to the tour. A learned guide, a cicerone, is a global and universal medium, to carve out something that is created. It can be a museum or a cinema. We will have a multi-disciplinary focus. Currently, it is a selective journaling of visual art, but we are also being about the multi-disciplinary focus.

"These narratives demonstrate that there is no correct or single reading of Kazakh identity and history; there is no right reading of any nationality around the world. Nations are made up of different groups.

Guests will be able to see what the ballet art of Kazakhstan is doing the global and the local in shaping the country's cinema. Kazakhstan produces at the invitation of famous opera ballerina and also as the point of education. Depending on the audience, we will be making every effort. In your pre-programme with the support of the Rukhani Zhangir (Modernisation Committee) programme.

The documentary festival was part of Almaty's fifth Clique Film Festival and included short and feature-length film directors from Canada, Germany, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, the Netherlands and Russia.
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Surgeons performed first hybrid cardiac surgery in country, eighth in world

By Assel Satubaldina

ANASTA – President Kassym-Jomart Tokayev announced the development of hybrid cardiac surgery in Kazakhstan. It will be the eighth in the world.

President Tokayev congratulated the Hybrid Cardiology Centre with the opening of the hybrid cardiac surgery centre.

The new hybrid cardiac surgery centre, which the president inaugurated, is the first of its kind in Kazakhstan.

The president expressed his gratitude to the Ministry of Healthcare for the achievement, which was attained in cooperation with the Astana Catholic University.

The hybrid cardiac surgery centre is equipped with the most advanced technological systems, and the number of patients it can receive is 30-40 a year.

President Tokayev emphasized that the opening of the hybrid cardiac surgery centre is a significant event in the development of healthcare in the country.

He said that the new centre will provide the people of Kazakhstan with the latest technologies and services in the field of cardiology.

President Tokayev stressed that the opening of the centre is a significant step in the development of healthcare in the country and is aimed at improving the quality of healthcare services.

The inaugurated centre is equipped with the latest technology that makes it possible to perform complex procedures such as hybrid cardiac surgery.

The centre is equipped with the latest technology and will be able to perform complex procedures such as hybrid cardiac surgery.

In addition, the centre is equipped with a team of highly qualified and experienced healthcare professionals, including specialists in cardiology, surgery, and other related fields.

The centre is also equipped with state-of-the-art surgical equipment, including robotic systems, which will enable surgeons to perform precise and less invasive procedures.

President Tokayev expressed his gratitude to all the healthcare professionals and medical workers who contributed to the development and implementation of the hybrid cardiac surgery centre.

He emphasized that the opening of this centre is a significant step in the development of healthcare in the country and is aimed at improving the quality of healthcare services.
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Mangystau youth receive up to one million tenge for social projects from World Bank

By Zhanba Shaikenova

ASTANA – Mangystau region’s youth have received up to one million tenge (US$2,664) in World Bank grants for social projects.

As part of a local Youth Policy Department’s programme called the Year of Youth, which was an advocate for their children’s issues surrounding employment and work. One participant recently noted that thanks to this project, she changed from an eight-month journey of not wanting to live to a life of inspiration and drive.

For the exclusive interview for this story, Mama Pro co-founder Aida Zhanalina noted the organisation’s main goals are to form a community of parents who are willing to promote and advocate for their children’s rights, and to help their children who are trapped in maternity leave due to their young children’s special needs.

Original, the fund was a place where parents shared important information, organised seminars where parents shared important information, organised seminars where parents shared important information, organised seminars where parents shared important information, organised seminars where parents shared important information, organised seminars where parents shared important information.

It emerged from an eight-month journey of not wanting to live to a life of inspiration and drive.

We are glad to see how women are emerging from the unexpected outcomes. Initially, we created a club in support of parents. It was a place where parents shared important information, organised seminars where parents shared important information, organised seminars where parents shared important information, organised seminars where parents shared important information, organised seminars where parents shared important information, organised seminars where parents shared important information.

We currently have six people on our team and three children, who are our main clients. We are glad to see how women are emerging from the unexpected outcomes. Initially, we created a club in support of parents.

Mama Pro fund supports mothers of children with special needs, offers entrepreneurship courses

By Zhanba Shaikenova

ASTANA – Mama Pro, a public fund which helps vulnerable children and their families, received the Teyzak award this year. Launched in 2017, the organisation makes an invaluable contribution to addressing the challenges faced by mothers of children with special needs.

One participant recently noted that thanks to this project, she changed from an eight-month journey of not wanting to live to a life of inspiration and drive.

For the exclusive interview for this story, Mama Pro co-founder Aida Zhanalina noted the organisation’s main goals are to form a community of parents who are willing to promote and advocate for their children’s rights, and to help their children who are trapped in maternity leave due to their young children’s special needs.

Original, the fund was a place where parents shared important information, organised seminars where parents shared important information, organised seminars where parents shared important information, organised seminars where parents shared important information, organised seminars where parents shared important information, organised seminars where parents shared important information.

“Mama Pro, which combines work and have-employment programmes will soon be ex-ecuted from the legislative bodies,” said Aida Zhanalina.

As a part of the Aktau Summit, the Friendship of Youth 2019 will involve young people from neighbouring countries who will be held this year, he added.

The Ministry of Youth and Sport has announced in accordance with President Nursultan Nazarbayev’s Nov. 13 decree, the region’s Young Pro project, organized by the Ministry of Education and Science and the World Bank, is one of 100 events dedicated to the celebration, regional and global mothers.

Aizhan Alzhanova noted the organisation’s main goals are to form a community of parents who are willing to promote and advocate for their children’s rights, and to help their children who are trapped in maternity leave due to their young children’s special needs.

We currently have six people on our team and three children, who are our main clients. We are glad to see how women are emerging from the unexpected outcomes. Initially, we created a club in support of parents.

The project was aimed at supporting and helping those individuals who perform individual labour contracts, while legal entities or individual entrepreneurs act as tax payers.

We currently have six people on our team and three children, who are our main clients. We are glad to see how women are emerging from the unexpected outcomes. Initially, we created a club in support of parents.

We currently have six people on our team and three children, who are our main clients. We are glad to see how women are emerging from the unexpected outcomes. Initially, we created a club in support of parents.

Aizhan Alzhanova noted the organisation’s main goals are to form a community of parents who are willing to promote and advocate for their children’s rights, and to help their children who are trapped in maternity leave due to their young children’s special needs.
Programmes seek to attract more medical tourists

By Zhanba Shakimbaev

ASTANA – Medical tourists from 45 countries come to Kazakhstan annually, reported Deputy Director of the National Centre for Health Development Astana Madina.

Ninety percent of them are citi- zens of Russia, the United States, China, Turkey and Kazakhstan. Overall, 1,604 foreign patients were registered in the first 10 months of 2018.

The centre expects the project to attract about 32,000 foreign tourists and bring more than 1 million tenge (US$2.6 million) from inbound medical tourism. The centre will cooperate with tour operators, national and international associations.

“We have high-quality spe- cialists. We have advanced medi- cal equipment and favourable geographical location. Most im- portantly, our medical services are provided at lower prices. In- ternational experts conducted an analysis of seven surgical services. It showed that prices in our country are lower than in India, which is recognized as the world leader in terms of costs for medical services,” said Madina.

Kazakhstan takes the 24th place in terms of the number of organisa- tions accredited at the Joint Commission International (JCI) ranking. JCI provides leadership in international healthcare accreditations and quality improvement. Currently, fewer local organisa- tions have a JCI accreditation. Also, about 100 medical organisa- tions have national accreditation certificates, recommended by the National Society for Quality in Healthcare 2017.

Tourists most often seek care related to cardiac surgery, neuro- surgery, reproductive medicine, dental services, immunology, radiology and health proced- ures.

“We offer not only high-quality care, but also many unique fa- cilities for recreation, tourism and sports. More than 20 clini- cations offer health services based on traditional Kazakh medicine. This centre of medical tourism includesClinical therapies, psychotherapy, rehabilitation and sports tourism,” she said.

The development of medical tourism and other programmes seeks to increase the capacity of Kazakhstan clinics to accept foreign patients.

The centre expects the project to attract about 32,000 foreign tourists and bring more than 1 million tenge (US$2.6 million) from inbound medical tourism.

The centre studied the experi- ence in medical tourism develop- ment in five countries including India, Turkey, South Korea, Fin- land and Malaysia. The develop- ment strategy will adopt the best practices in methodology of statis- tical accounting, internet market- ing, insurance and other aspects.

The centre will cooperate with tour operators, national and inter- national associations and provide information about medical organi- sations, their equipment, services and ethics, provides recom- mendations on adjustment to the international legal framework for medical tourism and organises seminars in monitoring and evalu- ating developments in medical tourism,” Ishikova explained.

Astrobiology archaeological sites can be housed in open air museums, parks, says research centre director

By Askhat Batyr

ASTANA – Aktobe has many astrobiology archaeological sites to be dis- covered, said Director of the Research Centre of the region’s Department of Culture, Archives and Documentation Azhan Ma- medov.

Once excavated, parks and open air museums can be created to attract tourists and so- lvice the region’s history.

“After studying the sites, we can create open air museums or parks in the Aktobe city bound- aries, where residents and tour- ists could get acquainted with the rich history and culture of the ancient people of Kazakh- stan,” he said in an interview with karennat.kz.

Excavations started in the 20th century.

“The archaeological research in the region went carried out on museums located in the north of the city at the beginning of the 20th century by the in- stitute of Joseph-Antoine Coun- teau,” he noted referring to the French ethnographer and expert on Central Asia.

Although the research started early in the region, there is space for growth.

“The objects of the Mokh, Alpa and Khobda districts have been well studied during the ar- chaeological excavations; the rest of the region, which is more than just a few sites, has not been studied,” he said.

Archaeological excavations are important for expand- ing the population’s knowledge about its ancestors and origins.

“I believe our people need to know their history because a large part of the population has no idea how the nomadic cul- ture originated, how the Kazakh identities appeared and that we also have many ancient roots than we think,” he said.

The absence of written sources can be compensated by the informa- tion from the excavations.

“Few written sources have been preserved about the peoples and tribes who lived in the ter- ritory of Kazakhstan in the early iron age, but there are many ar- chaeological sites that can tell us who lived in this territory, where these tribes existed,” he said.

Despite the fact that we don’t know their names, we can find out how the population lived,” he added.

Although Eurasian nomadic cultures have many commum- ities in arts, face accessory and an- imal style, the Ak- tobe region excavations shows that burial rites and objects of material culture differ, said Ma- medov.

Public, private Alakol Lake investment drives tourist boom

Staff Report

ASTANA – Almost every year, the Alakol Lake will have an opportunity to enjoy a more comfortable stay in a four- one level and new entertainment centre this year. Construction on a hotel worth over half a billion tenge (US$1.32 million) and an entertainment centre worth 230 million tenge (US$607,533.5) is underway at the tourist area.

Almost 700,000 tourists visited Alakol from the side of the East Kazakhstan region last year. Ex- perts estimate that this number will exceed 1 million this year, 22% in 2019, said a report.

“Now we are considering land plots on the shore which is not possi- ble to build four- and five-star hotels and other facilities. Bridge construct- ures need to be brought to these sites, design and scien- tific documentation is already being prepared,” said Akim (Mayor) of Urjay District Serik Zauddin. In addition to this, nearly 50 en- trepreneurs are preparing to build their own modern recreation areas and develop infrastructure on the shores of the lake.

Projects that improve the area can be partially funded by the state budget as well as private invest- ment. According to the [Alakol shore] line will be the longest busi- ness centre,” he added.

Starting in February, it will also be easier to get to Alakol Lake, as two new L-410 aircraft of Zhetysu Airlines will operate flights there from three directions — Saryt, Taldykorgan and Altyn – the regional airport’s service re- gions.

The L-410 is a modern turbo- prop aircraft manufactured by Air- craft Industries, designed for 19 passengers and 8 tonnes of cargo and can also be used as an an- atoround.

The government allocated ap- proximately $2 million over the last two years to develop Alakol tourism infrastructure and build 180 infrastructure centres.
Tennis player Putintseva ranks 44th in the world

By Adilette Yergazyeva

ASTANA – Kazakhstan professional tennis player Yulia Putintseva was ranked 44th in the world and the highest ranked player in Kazakhstan by the Wom-

en’s Tennis Association (WTA).

The ranking followed wins at an international tournament in Sydney, Australia, that began on January 7.

Putintseva defeated Russian Anastasia Pavlyuchenkova in the final by 6-4, 6-0.

The win put Putintseva in the top 50 world rankings, which is a notable achievement for the young player.

Putintseva has been playing on the WTA tour since 2011 and has won several titles in recent years, including the French Open in 2016.

She is also a member of the Kazakhstan Fed Cup team, which will compete in the 2019 Fed Cup World Group II.

Putintseva has been described as a tenacious player with a powerful serve and a strong groundstroke game.

The Kazakhstan Tennis Federation has expressed its pride in the achievement and has congratulated Putintseva on her success.

The WTA rankings are updated weekly and reflect a player’s performance in recent tournaments.

Putintseva’s win in Sydney, where she defeated Pavlyuchenkova in straight sets, was a significant moment in her career.

With this win, Putintseva has moved up seven places in the rankings and is now the highest ranked player in Kazakhstan.

The Kazakhstan Tennis Federation has praised Putintseva’s hard work and dedication to the sport, and has encouraged her to continue to play at a high level.

Putintseva is currently preparing for the Australian Open, which begins on January 13, and will be one of the top players to watch in the tournament.

The WTA rankings are a key indicator of a player’s performance and are used to determine eligibility for various tournaments and events.

Putintseva’s rise in the rankings is a testament to her talent and hard work, and she is expected to continue to improve and achieve even greater success in the future.
QR codes offer instant information about street vendors

By Taldik Zhaksynbay

ASTANA – Four-hundred Quick Response (QR) codes have been assigned to street vendors of fresh vegetables, flowers and souvenirs in part of Social Entrepreneurship Corporation Astana’s program “1000 Places – Street Trade.”

“Quick response” technology, or “qr-trace” has facilitated small and medium-scale street vending, street trade and streamlined street trading in Astana since 2016. To participate, entrepreneurs may submit a land plot application and, upon approval, may install a QR code at a street trading point. The city’s official QR codes, like smartphones or smart tablets, can scan a QR code and instantly access useful information.

“Residents who drive usually use their smartphones for driving, music, communication and other functions,” he added. “Here, smart technology use will be more convenient for residents in particular and for Astana’s residents in general.”

The absence of a QR code at a facility means that the trade facility has not been involved in any trade facilitation framework, has not joined Astana Invest or been a beneficiary of government projects. If a QR code is not used, it means that the trade facility has lost its market share.

Staff Report

ASTANA – A pilot project involving health bracelets with patients’ medical records has been successfully tested to determine their effectiveness. These bracelets provide the patient with easy access to their medical records without the need for additional equipment.

The bracelets provide full support for six potential investors in signing investment contracts with a total value of $2.94 million and creating 1,500 jobs. We also accelerated the process of obtaining an investment contract for a state-owned engineering design and production complex in Astana. It will strengthen the “local component” of Astana, increase the production and processing of most products in the region and expand the export potential of the livestock industry. The production capacity will be 24,000 tonnes of meat products per year,” Ramzan noted.

For 2019, the Astana Invest press service has announced a list of major investors over the past year. The list includes Russian investors, including Russian investment companies and Russian companies. The list also includes a number of international investors, including investors from China, Japan, the UAE, and the United States.

“Out of 11 major projects proposed in 2018, two projects were launched in Astana last year. Four projects were launched in 2016, six in 2015, and five in 2014. The Astana Invest press service has announced that 11 large projects were launched in 2018 last year. Twelve major projects were launched in Astana in 2017, and 12 major projects were launched in Astana in 2016.”

More than 500 PPP projects are under consideration and in the process of being developed in the market economy.

“Smart locks to be installed at residential complexes

By Ylenia Abdykadyrova

ASTANA – Smart locks will be introduced in the capital’s residential complexes, in particular complexes with government and human capital development names. A new mobile application will allow users to access residential complexes’ parking and apartments with a single electronic key. Astana will receive more than 500 million (US$1.53 million) from the government and private sector.

“Residents who have their own locks and key for each lock on their keys will be able to use any lock through one application,” he said. The app developers are currently learning QR coding and programming, and will test their app with the capital’s construction companies before the official launch.

Residential safety is one of the Astana’s key development programs, including digital transformation, modernization of the real estate sector and the Karaganda state program states to digitize the property market, the government and human capital development.

Smart locks will be installed in all complexes, reports 24.kz.

“Smart locks will be installed in all complexes,” said Daniyar Tipeyev, the manager of the trade facility at the residential complexes. Thus, technology will make the trade environment simpler for residents in particular and for Astana’s residents in general.”

Clinics introduce health bracelets with patients’ medical records

By Taldik Zhaksynbay

The bracelets provide information about a patient’s medical records and contain for relatives. The device should help identify 5-road individual’s condition during emergency situations. The bracelets also contain contact information for the patient’s relatives, which incorporates technology-based solutions.

QR codes offer instant information about street vendors

Nadirov.

Individuals suffering from allergic reactions and contraindications to any medications related to treatment should carry them in their medical history.

In Astana, the Astana Invest press service has announced a list of major investors over the past year. The list includes Russian investors, including Russian investment companies and Russian companies. The list also includes a number of international investors, including investors from China, Japan, the UAE, and the United States.
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